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How to take hold of what is beyond us? How to represent and act on what contains us? This questioning is the
starting point of Hyperobjects , an exhibition co-organized in Marfa, a small town in western Texas, by the British
philosopher Timothy Morton, a professor at Rice University in Houston, and Laura Copelin, director of the Center.
Ballroom of Marfa. Inspired in particular by the reflection developed by Morton around the vertiginous scale of the
elements invoked in the current ecological crisis, it brings together, under this rather singular theme, a dozen monumental installations, as well as a set of 'smaller scale works * and objects lent by research centers and various local
institutions. Games of scale, aesthetic discoveries and sensory experiments are all ways offered to the public to try to
apprehend the notion of "hyperobject" and, more broadly, to situate themselves, as a human being, over time. space
and in this biosphere of which we are only an actor (to be made accountable) among others and not the center.
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